SOTA Concert Hall

STALL

Rows A to Q (378 seats)

Standard Camera Positions
Q9 to Q11 & P11 to P12 (5 Seats)

Production Desk (If Required)
Q7 to Q14 & P9 to P15 (15 Seats)

House Seats (If Required)
Q1 to Q6 (6 Seats)

STAGE

Q7 to Q14 & P9 to P15 (15 Seats)

Q9 to Q11 & P11 to P12 (5 Seats)

House Seats (If Required)
Q1 to Q6 (6 Seats)
STAGE

Standard Camera Positions
X13 to X16 (4 Seats)
T4 & T5 (2 Seats)
TT4 & TT5 (2 Seats)

RESTRICTED VIEW
Rows R, S, RR, SS (68 seats)

CIRCLE (excluding restricted view)
Rows T to Z (182 seats)
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